Learning Object: Making The Commitment To Pursue A Career

This learning object includes four items:

1. A learning guide for educators;
2. A career profile featuring Australian trumpeter Danielle Rich;
3. A tool, for use with students, on how to learn from the biographies; and
4. An excerpt from Dr Susan Krauss Whitbourne’s 2012 article titled: Are you having an identity crisis?

LEARNING GUIDE

The learning guide provides a brief overview of Marcia’s (1966) four stages of identity development, and several activities for students utilising the resources included in the learning object.

CAREER PROFILE

Musician Danielle Rich describes herself as someone “working and living” her life as a musician. In this career profile Danielle discusses the challenges involved in committing to a career in music. With the transition from study to work being one of the most challenging issues for students, Dani describes her doubts following the completion of her degree, and where they eventually led.

LEARNING FROM BIOGRAPHIES

The career profile from Danielle describes is an essential stage of personal and professional identity formation; she challenged her identity. By challenging her identity, Dani eventually reached the stage of identity achievement whilst remaining open to new opportunities. One of the most powerful ways of illustrating this is with the narratives of professionals with diverse career paths. The biography tool includes sample questions for students to use with a range of biographies across multiple disciplines and contexts.

ARE YOU HAVING AN IDENTITY CRISIS?

This quick quiz is taken from Dr Susan Krauss Whitbourne’s 2012 article titled: Are You Having An Identity Crisis? The full article and complete set of questions are available at Psychology Today.
Learning Guide

The stages of identity development can be described in many ways, and Figure 1 illustrates a simple way of thinking about it using Marcia’s (1966) four stages of identity development. Identity transitions are often inspired by uncertainty. They are normal and healthy, because identity is an ongoing process that lasts a lifetime!

Dr Kate Byerwalter of Grand Rapids Community College created this short video on identity development. In the video, Kate explains identity stages and transitions in simple terms that professionals, educators and students can understand.

Figure 1: The four identity states, drawn from Marcia (1966)

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

1. Ask students to read the biography, and guide their reading by sharing the biography tool either in class or as part of their reading package;
2. Having read this guide, ask the students how they feel about identity development; where would they position themselves, and is this new thinking for them?
3. Share Susan Whitbourne’s questions as a ‘quiz’ and use this as a basis for discussion. Suggest to students that they explore lots of options and share them with the class at any time. If their interest is sparked, integrate some of the other learning objects and tools from our website.
Making The Commitment To Pursue A Career

“Find out who you are and what you want, then grab every opportunity.”

Danielle Rich - Musician

DANIELLE’S STORY

Dani Rich describes herself as someone “working and living” her life as a musician. After starting with the clarinet in high school she fell in love with the trumpet, and in 2010 she completed a performance degree at the Queensland Conservatorium. This led to a master degree in England at the Royal Northern College of Music, but the decision to pursue music at the professional level was far from simple. Dani describes 18 months of doubt following the completion of her degree:

“I was feeling the pressure of what to do, and put my trumpet in its box for a little while. I worked – well, I taught music and worked in cafes and bars and in a law business and that kind of thing – just to see if actually I wanted to come back to trumpet, because it’s such a big commitment and I wasn’t really ready to put all my eggs in one basket.”

What Dani describes is an essential stage of personal and professional identity formation; she challenged her identity. Careers in music are complex, and managing such complex careers requires self-efficacy (a belief in your own ability), professional self-concept (knowing how you feel about yourself as a musician) and self-regulation (the ability to regulate activities and decisions). This is hard to achieve for someone who hasn’t yet thought about who they want to be, both as a musician and an individual.

“Maybe 1 or 2% of music students come with a realistic goal ... Take the time to work out what you want.”

Dani’s recognition that she wasn’t sure whether to commit to a career in music led her to identity moratorium. By challenging her identity, she eventually reached the stage of identity achievement whilst remaining open to new opportunities. This gave her new energy: “I know it’s really what I want to do now”. Having made her decision, Dani asked her trumpet teacher for recommendations of great teachers around the world, and then she set off to do auditions and to take lessons. The result was an audition for the master degree at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, England, and Dani had to find ways of meeting the high cost of studying in the UK.
Again, she was pro-active:

“I discussed [with the teacher in Manchester] how I might afford it and he really helped me to get a scholarship from the college. … I don’t think I could have been able to do it otherwise. Then, for the next eight months, I just worked and practised and saved as much money as possible, and then I moved to Manchester.”

Having made the commitment to pursue music, Dani took every opportunity: “When I was doing my master degree I was really doing it properly – taking every opportunity rather than letting things come to me”. The casual work with Opera North and two professional access schemes – internships – were new programs when she undertook them. Her message to current students is to “grab every opportunity to get experience”.

“In Amsterdam there was a pilot scheme with the Netherlands Wind Ensemble and they sent three of us there for two weeks to play in the ensemble and go on tour with them. They liked us a lot so they asked us back for their New Year’s concert. They were fantastic – that was probably one of the highlights of the two years as the ensemble is completely different to any ensemble I’d ever worked with before. … As well it was really great to be able to play in Europe and see what the scene is like there. … You have to be ready for the opportunities when they are thrown at you and then you just make it work.”

She also advises students to watch, listen, and learn to play as much and as varied orchestral, chamber, and solo repertoire as you can. You need to educate yourself on as many styles and sounds as possible, not just on your own instrument.

“Audition for everything possible…. Grab every opportunity to get experience.”

Reflecting on the decision to move away from Australia, Dani is certain that broadening her experience was a positive move:

“I’m a much better trumpet player and I’m more confident in my ability and choices. It’s easy to get comfortable, I have lived in Brisbane for most of my life and all my study was in Brisbane, and it’s easy to accept that this is all you could be. You really have to push yourself to go and find things that make you work harder. People can find that kind of motivation in different places, for me I needed to go overseas and get out of my comfort zone for a while.”

Looking back, Dani talks frankly about her transition to becoming a musician. Her comments highlight that university students often study music because of their love for it, only later do they recall and understand advice given to them before they were ready to challenge their identities as musicians:

“I don’t think I had any idea what it was like to be a trumpeter … I just did it because I wanted to play the trumpet. It wasn’t all I could do – I studied hard and got good grades – but I really wanted to play the trumpet! My teacher at the time was trying to make me more aware of the realities: ‘it’s not like you just get to play the trumpet and someone pays you!’ But I didn’t understand what he was talking about really. Then I came to the Con and everyone was saying ‘there’s no work’ – there’s this kind of vibe everywhere you go because it’s true.”

“But now I have made that decision, I don’t think I would be happy doing anything else. So that’s what I’m going to do. I don’t mind if I have to work other jobs to support my main goal, as long as I can make my playing my main thing and eventually get a job.”

Dani’s ultimate goal is “To play first trumpet in an orchestra somewhere in the world. It doesn’t matter where”. She is now actively auditioning, so based on her experience in Australia and Europe we asked what orchestras look for when auditioning players:
“Someone who makes a good sound, plays in tune and in time – that’s what everyone wants to hear. But also, you have to do something special to show yourself. They’re looking for an understanding of your repertoire and an understanding of how to fit into an orchestra. You have to keep in mind that they are looking for someone they can sit next to and work with every day.”

“I worked it out by just talking to people. That was one of the great things about Manchester – any day of the week you can go and talk with the trumpet staff as they have their coffee! Not enough people take advantage of that, to just go and chat … but as a nice person, you don’t want to be seen as too pushy.”

“As a graduate I wasn’t ready to go out and win a job. I’m still not, but I’m very much closer.”

Asked what, if anything, she would change within higher education, Dani remarked that the transition from study to work is one of the most challenging issues for music students:

“When I was in my final year I really had no idea how to make the leap into the profession. Even though I did an orchestral internship during my degree, I had no idea what I was doing in terms of how to play in an orchestra – how to be prepared and what was expected of you. Just on a basic level, the first time I played in an orchestra I didn’t know how to do it at all: for example, knowing how to count rests! It sounds silly, but if you’re thrown into something and you can’t count, you’re not use to anyone. Even if you make the best sound in the world.”

“This is why I became disheartened I think – because no one can actually teach you that. You have to go out and find ways of getting experience yourself. I didn’t even know about casual auditions, and you don’t know to go and actively seek auditions. … When I went to England and did auditions there I suddenly realised how much work you have to put into it. It was a much bigger scene and there were loads of players, some a little bit older and professional players, and I realised ‘yes, I could do this!’”

“Students need to find teachers who are in the profession. It’s completely different, the expectations are different, the talk is different about how hard it is to get an actual job.”

“It makes a huge difference if your teachers are actually in the profession.”

“The responsibility is shared; everyone is really young when they come to do a degree, and at the time you’re doing the fundamental courses you don’t realise how important they are and you don’t give them your full attention. … I also think the structure is difficult for young people because they don’t know how to put the pieces together. … I knew I loved playing the trumpet, but I didn’t understand how what I was actually studying was going to eventually make me into a musician.”

“However, students need to understand the broader concept of the music industry and take responsibility for their own learning. I didn’t know what happened beyond my own city or about what resources are available: for example, the resources online are incredible. Students also have to be interested in what they’re doing – to be watching concerts and going to classes and finding out what the text of a song means… and getting involved in the music industry as much as possible. They need to find a way of liking the things they do, even if it’s not playing the trumpet! I don’t know how that can be communicated to students because it also relies on them being proactive. And students need to learn how to work to the tight schedules of a professional orchestra where there’s a new program every week or two. That’s really tough to learn on the job.”

“Students need to understand the broader relevance of their degree: what it is giving you and why you’re studying it.”

Higher music education students need to explore their future lives in music, creating expert selves that are sustainable over the career lifespan. For Dani the next year includes work with the Queensland Symphony Orchestra before heading back to Manchester for further lessons and work with Opera North, and to take advantage of the proximity to Europe and increased opportunities. She is determined to achieve her goals and she is a young musician to watch!
Learning From Biographies

Lifelong learning can be described as a concept spanning an entire lifetime in a process of “transforming experience into knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, emotions, beliefs, and the senses” (Jarvis, 2002, p. 60). This learning includes the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that extend well beyond formal education. In a world of rapid change, people come under the influence of circumstances that create new experiences and challenges from which they can continue to learn throughout their lives. The lifelong learning concept goes further than ‘permanent education’; its innovative dimension lies in a new approach to the process and context of learning.

Graduates need to be lifelong learners in order to adapt to continuous change. This encompasses more than just taking courses in the framework of continuing professional development. It is clearly important to establish how new graduates can strengthen their identities as entrepreneurial and reflective professionals. One of the most powerful ways of illustrating this is with the narratives of professionals with diverse career paths.

In addition to the profiles presented by the eSage project, musician profiles developed for a volume on music careers (Bennett, 2012) can be accessed at The TILE Approach website. It is our hope that colleagues will share similar accounts from other disciplines to build a biographical resource.

When working with biographies, it is useful for students to develop questions that will guide their reading. Whilst these questions can be developed utilising some of the other Graduate Employability resources, particularly those focused on identity, preferences, and goals, the questions overleaf may give students a head start.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. What might be the value of lifelong learning for you personally?

2. What does this biography suggest you might need to do in order to keep learning?

3. What differences, common issues, and links can you make to your own biographical account?

4. Identify and reflect on the crossroads - key decision points - in your personal and professional development, and then consider:
   a. Who played a significant role at these times?
   b. To whom did you go to for advice?
   c. What can you put in place for the next time you face a major decision?

5. Biographical accounts raise a number of challenges and opportunities. For example, innovative collaborations, work within other sectors, diverse locations, and different modes of work. Look for examples of these and reflect on what might be of interest to you:
   a. What interests you, and what can you do to make this a reality?
   b. What is the first step, and when will you begin?

6. Biographical accounts often tell us something about the interests, passions, and motivations of the people involved. What is the relationship between your interests and your future work?

7. What might you look like as a professional?
Identity Quiz

ARE YOU HAVING AN IDENTITY CRISIS - A QUICK QUIZ

This quiz, taken from Dr Susan Krauss Whitbourne’s 2012 article titled: Are you having an identity crisis?, gives you a quick assessment of which identity status is closest to how you are right now. Following the quiz there are some pointers on how to interpret your answers.

Regarding your career choice, pick the option that is closest to the way you feel right now:

A. I haven’t really settled on a career and I’m just taking whatever jobs are available until something good comes along.
B. I’m still trying to decide where my career interests lie and actively thinking about what jobs will be right for me.
C. I thought a little about my career, but there’s never really any question since my parents said what they wanted for me.
D. It took me a while to figure it out, but now I really know that I am on the right career path.

Here’s the guide to the answers:

A. Diffuse
   The problem with the diffuse status is that the longer you float on these important areas, the less likely it is you will shore up your sense of self enough to handle your future developmental challenges.

B. Moratorium
   You may simply need more time or perhaps the chance to continue your exploration before making a choice. Constantly remaining in moratorium can be detrimental however, particularly if your continued explorations lead to tumultuous ups and downs.

C. Foreclosed
   If you rate as foreclosed, you can benefit from taking a step back and engaging in some serious exploration. Continuing on the path set for you by your family can lead to later discontent.

D. Achieved
   In contrast to these three negatively-oriented trajectories, people who continually evaluate their commitments and make adjustments to achieve greater realization of their identities (“authentic road”) are most likely to achieve fulfillment throughout their careers.

This quiz, though brief, can give you a quick snapshot of where you stand on a developmental task that maintains its centrality in your personality and ability to adapt to your life’s challenges.

This quick quiz is taken from Dr Susan Krauss Whitbourne’s 2012 article titled: Are You Having An Identity Crisis?
The full article and complete set of questions are available at Psychology Today.